Some properties of a new class of codes constructed using circulant matrices over GF(3) will be discussed. In particular we determine the weight distributions of the (14, 7) and two inequivalent (26, 13)-codes arising from the incidence matrices of projective planes of orders 2 and 3.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
In tbis paper "oade" will mean a 1inc= code over GF (3) . An (n, k)-code C has length n, dimem>ion k. An (n. k, d}-code is a.""l in, k)-code with rniuirr.urn non-zero weight d. fo< q -0 (moil 3)
over GF(3) l.Jeighing codes, The purpose of this paper is to establish some t"cneral properties of W!;!iOling codes and to determine the veight distrioutions 283 and de8i,,_, properties of the codes correspondi!l-B -to q '" 2 and q '" 3 • Note that if
is the bl.c"is of C then for q _ 1 or 2 (!?',od 3) This code is generated by W .. ·ith first row -H0100
In order to ensure tbe 1 vector is in C we use tbe basis vectors
where ~ '" 2.
We observe that the linee. We found the weight distribution for this code, which is given in Figure 1 , and that of the dual code, given in respectively, were studied via the conputer at the University of Sydney c.nd thei1 1976.
